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ASHRAE
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Atlanta, GA 30329-2305
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ASHRAE Design Guide for Low- to Mid-Rise Multifamily Residential Buildings provides
practitioners with foundational guidance for improving the energy performance, indoor
environmental quality, sustainability, and overall quality of low-rise and mid-rise multifamily
projects. The recommendations in this guide may also be useful to building operators
and owners seeking better energy performance and indoor environmental quality in their
multifamily projects.

Adventures in
Heat and Cold
ISBN 978-1-947192-19-5 (paperback)
ISBN 978-1-947192-20-1 (PDF)

Men and Women Who
Made Your Lives Better

High-Performance Buildings Simplified breaks down the basics of high-performance
building design using familiar language and practical exercises. It is perfect for use
by engineering students, students from other disciplines, the new engineer just
starting out in their career, or anyone interested in resource-efficient and
environmentally friendly building principles.

MULTIFAMILY
RESIDENTIAL
BUILDINGS

With a significant basis in the ASHRAE GreenGuide, now itself in its fifth edition,
High-Performance Buildings Simplified introduces readers to the fundamentals of:
• Building design and commissioning
• Sustainability, including water and energy conservation
• Indoor air quality and indoor environmental quality
• Materials selection, construction, and operations and maintenance
• Energy informatics, smart grid, and resilience
• Future trends

Each chapter includes a list of industry-standard terms, as well as self-guided and
instructor-led exercises. Case studies and more than 30 supplemental files containing
additional in-depth information and relevant articles round out the practical
content.
More than just an introductory text, High-Performance Buildings Simplified is a concise
resource for anyone looking to keep the basics of sustainable buildings close at
hand.

High-Performance
Buildings Simplified

This guide not only focuses on the efforts of designers of the HVAC systems but also
addresses the importance of the design team and their collective efforts and concerns that
are the critical elements in determining the ultimate solutions to the project needs of a tall
building. This guide addresses design issues for tall commercial buildings, which are very
often mixed use, with floors for retail, offices, residences, and hotels.

Designing, Constructing, and Operating
Sustainable Commercial Buildings

Expanded since the first edition published in 2015, this new design guide covers broadened
scope and updated content
reflects current •
standards
industry practices.
Tomthat
Lawrence
Juliaand
Keen
Major sections cover the following subjects:
• Architectural design
• Climate data
• Façade systems
• Stack effect
• Heating and cooling loads
• Indoor air quality (IAQ) and thermal comfort
• Water distribution and plumbing systems
• Energy modeling and authentication
• Vertical transportation
• Life safety
• Residential occupancy needs
• Electrical system interfaces
• Intelligent buildings and controls
Also included are appendices with examples documenting climatic calculation for four
representative climates, energy analysis, and HVAC design criteria and systems descriptions
for a multiple-tenant office building. There are also nine new case studies illustrating realworld tall buildings across the globe.
ASHRAE Design Guide for Tall, Supertall, and Megatall Building Systems, Second Edition, is
accompanied by helpful spreadsheets, which can be downloaded for free online.

ISBN 978-1-947192-50-8 (hardback)
ISBN 978-1-947192-51-5 (PDF)

ISBN 978-1-947192-32-4 (paperback)
ISBN 978-1-947192-33-1 (PDF)

9 781947 192195

Product Code: 90406

Tall (taller than 300 ft [91m]), supertall (taller than 984 ft [300 m]), and megatall (taller
than 1968 ft [600 m]) buildings present unique and formidable challenges to architects
and engineers because of their size, location in major urban areas, and the multiple,
complex occupancies they often contain. ASHRAE Design Guide for Tall, Supertall, and
Megatall Building Systems, Second Edition, is a unique reference for owners; architects;
and mechanical, structural, and electrical engineers as well as other specialized consultants
involved in designing systems for these buildings.
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Second Edition
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ASHRAE Design Guide for

Simmonds

The latest editionISBN
of an978-1-947192-42-3
ASHRAE Guideline(paperback)
may be purchased from the ASHRAE website (www.ashrae.org) or from
ASHRAE Customer Service, 1791 Tullie Circle, NE, Atlanta, GA 30329-2305. E-mail: orders@ashrae.org. Fax: 678-539ISBN 978-1-947192-43-0
(PDF)
2129. Telephone: 404-636-8400
(worldwide), or
toll free 1-800-527-4723 (for orders in US and Canada). For reprint perISBN 9781947192423
mission, go to www.ashrae.org/permissions.

ASHRAE Design Guide for Low- to Mid-Rise Multifamily Residential Buildings brings
together information from codes, standards, and other guidance to outline best practices
to achieve high-performance multifamily residential buildings and improve energy efficiency
and indoor environmental quality of both dwelling units and common spaces. The guide
focuses on new construction but touches on retrofits and renovations as well. Topics include
the impetus behind designing and building sustainable multifamily buildings, the varying
cultural and demographic factors that might influence building design, and the codes that
regulate multifamily buildings as well as additional guidance for design teams. The book also
includes access to sample design process forms in Microsoft® Excel® format that enable
modification by individual users.

The Guide to Meeting the Challenges of Tall Buildings

Simplifying the Essentials of Sustainable Building Design

Lawrence • Keen

This Guideline is under continuous maintenance by a Standing Standard Project Committee (SSPC) for which the Standards
Committee has established a documented program for regular publication of addenda or revisions, including procedures for
timely, documented, consensus action on requests for change to any part of the Guideline. Instructions for how to submit a
change can be found on the ASHRAE® website (https://www.ashrae.org/continuous-maintenance).
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will inform, entertain, and hopefully inspire you to innovate and make life better, as well.

Multifamily buildings have long been overlooked in the broader industry push for highperformance buildings. In recent years, indoor environmental quality, especially indoor air
quality, has become a greater concern for multifamily buildings.

RP-1821

LOW-TO MID-RISE

High-Performance Buildings Simplified

Managing the Risk of
Legionellosis Associated
with Building Water Systems

Many of the stories are about innovations that required considerable personal sacrifice, as with
physician John Gorrie, who essentially invented comfort air conditioning but who died at a
young age, despondent over a lack of acceptance of what he considered was a humanitarian
ideal. Then there are stories about David Boyle and Constance West, who had ideas that
required the help of their spouses to achieve success. There are stories of people who were so
devoted to innovation that their ideas took precedence over financial gain, as in the cases of
Frederick Jones and Charles Tellier, and there are stories of people who saw success with their
ideas in the professional and corporate world, namely Henry Galson, Margaret Ingels, and
Roderick Kirkwood. Some stories concern individuals who did not initially have great interest
in the fields of air conditioning, heating, or refrigeration but had related ideas that required
commitment to new careers, as was the case for shoemaker Benjamin Sturtevant, textile engineer
Stuart Cramer, and farmer Madison Cooper. Some of the stories tell of individuals who were
intensely active in one area for a short time then move on to different interests or careers, like
Marcel Audiffren, Helen Donnelly, and Robert McNary. And of course there are also stories of
the geniuses—Carlyle Ashley, Ole Fanger, Mary Pennington, and Gardner Voorhees.

Best Practices for Designing, Operating, and Owning
Multifamily Buildings

ASHRAE DESIGN GUIDE FOR LOW- TO MID-RISE MULTIFAMILY RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS

Adventures in Heat & Cold: Men and Women Who Made Your Lives Better answers these questions
ASHRAE
Guideline
12-2020
and more. This book tells the stories of 18 men and women
whose pioneering
innovations
have
had far-reaching influence, detailing their technical advances and sharing interesting aspects of
the lives of these inventors who in many cases are relatively unknown and whose contributions
are either unknown or forgotten.

Adventures in Heat and Cold

How did a cobbler design the basic air-side heating and ventilating system we still use today?
Why do we call it “air conditioning”? How did refrigerators come to have door shelves? Does
the invention of the hermetically sealed compressor really trace back to a monk who wanted
to cool wine?

ASHRAE Design Guide for Tall, Supertall, and Megatall Building Systems, Second Edition
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NEW GLOBAL HEADQUARTERS

$9.1M

$6.5M

$2.1M

$3.9M

(Research, YEA, ALI, Scholarships, General)

$514,000

RAISED IN NEW
SCHOLARSHIP ENDOWMENTS

$245,500
69

WITHIN THE
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DONATED EQUIPMENT & SERVICES

$1.6M
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THROUGH BUILDING
CAMPAIGN

50

TOTAL CASH
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RP CAMPAIGN TOTAL

ASHRAE’S NEW HQ BUILDING CAMPAIGN
MONETARY SUPPORT

$10.4M

GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS

DEVELOPMENT

RAISED FOR
RESEARCH ONLY

MEETINGS
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271
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FINANCIAL

ASHRAE SOURCE OF FUNDS

ASHRAE APPLICATION OF FUNDS

Forecasted for 12 Months ended June 30, 2020

Forecasted for 12 Months ended June 30, 2020
Other Expenses

Other Income
Meetings & Seminars

2,782,488

6%

5%

Outside Services

Education

4%

8%

Membership Dues

28%

6%

Occupancy &

Personnel

45%

9%

Contributions

VISITS TO ASHRAE.ORG

8%

Research

11%

69,200
2.3%

87,605

Publication Sales

14%

Exposition Income

30.3%

21%

6.7%

4,705
42.7%

11%
12%

12%

$28.111M

Publication, Communication
& Promotion
Meetings & Transportation

Advertising Incom e

19,015

165

AWARDED THROUGH

*Includes $6.5M in cash raised for new global headquarters

MARKETING
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$27.200M
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